
Facial Recognition



Agenda
• Introduction – 5 minutes

• How do Humans Recognize Faces – 15 minutes exercise

• How does AI Recognize Faces –15 min lecture, 15 min exercise

• How is Facial Recognition Technology applied? – 15 min lecture, 15 min 
exercise



Task Definition
Facial Recognition is a form of biometric identification, often split into 2 types

 Face Matching: Are these two faces the same person?

 Face Identification: Who is this? 



Task Corollaries
Other questions we can ask given a picture of someone’s face:

Sentiment Analysis – What emotion is this person feeling (happy, sad, 
angry…)?

Classification – Is this person young or old? Boy or girl?

Face Detection – Is there a person/face in this photo? 



Worksheet: How do Humans 
Recognize Faces (15 minutes)
Split into groups and complete Worksheet FRT Section 1 and 2.

Remember to assign one or more people to be dedicated note takers and time 
keepers, to make sure that your discussion is recorded and you stay on track!



Worksheet: How do Humans 
Recognize Faces (15 minutes)
1. If you see a friend on the street, at school, at a party, How do you recognize that it’s 

them? 

2. What do you normally do when you recognize a friend out in public?

3. What do you do when you think you recognize a friend, but you aren’t sure?

4. Has it ever happened where you said hi to, or otherwise interacted with, a friend but 

it turned out to be someone else?

5. Is this person happy or sad? Exercise: 

https://greatergood.berkeley.edu/quizzes/ei_quiz/



Facial Recognition Technology
Modern Facial Recognition Technology consists of a pipeline which leverages 
Computer Vision techniques.

• Recall: Computer Vision is the process of detecting certain feature from an 
image and making classifications based on those features.

Pipeline:

Detection Alignment
Feature 

Extraction
Feature 

Matching



Face Detection
• Is there a face in this picture, and where is it?

• If there are multiple faces, find each individual face and repeat the task on 
those individuals.

Image Still from Barbie(2023)



Face Alignment
• Extract the desired face from the photo. Align it such that it is centered 

within the frame and remove undesired features (backgrounds, other faces.)



Feature Extraction
• Using a Machine Learning Model, create a mathematical representation of 

the face.

• Some underlying features that _could_ be part of this representation:

 Distance between the eyes

 Contour of the lips

 Size of cheekbones

 Length of Nose

 Much, much more.



Feature Matching
• Compare the extracted features against a database(identification) or other 

photo(matching).

• Comparison is performed using a confidence level classification.

• Recall: Classifiers answer a question based on an input. In this case, are 
these two feature extracted faces the same. 

• Confidence level: How likely does the model think the two faces are the 
same? Or, what is the face which has the highest likelihood of being a 
match?



Model Training
How would we train both of the models in pipeline? 

Possible Solutions:

1. Train the extractor and matcher separately, using a dataset of pictures and actual 
face measurements for the extraction and a dataset of faces labelled as matching 
or non matching for the matcher.

2. Train them at the same time, using only a dataset of faces labelled as matching or 
non matching.

3. Other suggestions?

Question: Which of these would be easier to implement? Do you notice any 
problems?



Common Data Sets
Labelled Faces in the Wild: http://vis-www.cs.umass.edu/lfw/

• Faces are taken from Yahoo News, and have been labelled with many 
attributes, including race, gender, age, id.

• Demographics on the dataset are not provided by the publishers. Examples 
provided feature mostly white faces.

• Question: Why would it be important to know the demographics of the 
dataset? 

http://vis-www.cs.umass.edu/lfw/


Worksheet – Connecting ( 15 min) 
1. In your own words, how does Facial Recognition Technology Work? Is it similar to any 

other technology we have seen so far?

2. Brainstorm possible beneficial uses of this technology? How can this solve a modern 

day problem, or be useful in day to day life?



Known Bias

According to NIST study of FRT:

• False Match Rates are 10 to 100 
times higher for:
 

 Older People

 Women

 Non-White People

https://doi.org/10.6028/NIST.IR.8280



Applications – Personal Security
• Verify it’s really you trying to access your phone, device, home, etc.

• Amazon Astro: Home robot for security and assistance which uses facial 
recognition and tracking



Applications – 
Police Surveillance

• Given video footage of a crime 
scene, compare faces in the video 
against a database of known 
faces to identify a potential 
culprit.

• Databases can include pictures 
from many sources: mug shots, 
government ids, publicly 
available internet photos (social 
media, news, …)



Applications – Police Surveillance
• Identification models are not perfectly accurate. They have been shown to 

work less well for people with darker skin.

• What happens if we trust AI completely in this case?

 Wrongful arrests/incarceration

 Emotional strain on the victim ( embarrassment, loss of dignity, powerlessness)

 Financial costs to fight the wrongful arrest (which might be unaffordable to some)

• This has happened.

Robert Williams (pictured here with his 

daughter) was wrongfully arrested due to 

FRT use by Michigan Police in 2019.

More on his story:

https://www.aclu.org/news/privacy-

technology/i-did-nothing-wrong-i-was-

arrested-anyway



Applications – Eye Tracking  
• Track where someone’s focus is based on eye movement.

 Interact with websites using eyes (accessibility tech)

 Allow a professional gamer/athlete to hone their skills by evaluating their focus and 
improving their focus.

 Track cheating for online exams, by checking if students are looking away from the 
screen.



Applications – Eye Tracking  

• Cheating detection was done during the pandemic by 
multiple institutions.

• An eyetracker does not know why someone looked away 
from the screen:
 Distractions taking an exam in a busy household.

 Needing to look away from the screen to rest your eyes/think.

 Inability to stay focussed on a screen for long periods of time.

• What happens if we fully trust the AI in this case?
 Wrongful accusations leading to students suspended/expelled

 Emotional/Mental strain fighting the accusations

 Feeling powerless

• These detection systems disproportionately labelled 
students of colour, students who wear religious facial 
coverings, students with disabilities as cheaters.



Worksheet – Reflecting (15min)
• Does this technology work the same for everyone? What groups does it work 

better on?

• What does a “mistake” look like for this technology?

• What are some potentially harmful outcomes from these mistakes (or from 
use of this tech in general) Is this exacerbated by bias?



Recommended Reading
• Chapter 3 – More than a Glitch: Confronting Race, Gender and Ability Bias 

in Tech by Meredith Broussard

• Robert Williams’ Story - https://www.aclu.org/news/privacy-technology/i-did-
nothing-wrong-i-was-arrested-anyway
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